
JXMSN LLC Disclaimer for JokerX Platform and "House of Cards" Contest

JokerX, is a unique digital platform operated by JXMSN LLC, specializing in Non-Fungible
Tokens (NFTs) as artistic creations and collectibles, and to the associated "House of Cards"
contest.

Nature and Purpose of NFTs: The JokerX NFTs are unique digital representations of
artworks or items, backed by blockchain technology. They are intended solely as artistic
pieces and collectibles, not as financial investments. The value of art is subjective, and the
market for digital art and collectibles can be volatile.

"House of Cards" Contest: Participation in the "House of Cards" contest requires
purchasing a JokerX NFT. Each purchase grants the participant a chip, referred to as MCX,
qualifying them for the contest. The aim is to complete a 3x5 matrix with MCX chips to win a
prize known as a "Line Hit." Additionally, participants can earn a Rake Mastery Code (RMC)
by selling three NFTs, which allows for additional "Rake" winnings.

Legal Notice and Compliance: This contest is a purchase-based promotional activity and is
designed to comply with the legal regulations of the U.S., Canada, the UK, the EU, Australia,
and other applicable jurisdictions worldwide. Participants are responsible for ensuring that
their participation is in compliance with local laws and regulations. Participants are
responsible for any taxes arising from contest winnings. JXMSN LLC makes no
representations about the future value, performance, or liquidity of any sold NFTs.

JXMSN LLC expressly disclaims any and all liability in connection with the services provided,
and it is hereby stated that the governing law applicable to any disputes arising from the use
of these services shall be the law of the United Arab Emirates, where JXMSN LLC is duly
incorporated and maintains its principal place of business.

Intellectual Property and Privacy Policy: All digital artworks and content associated with
our NFTs are either originated by our creative team, appropriately licensed, or in the public
domain. Acquiring an NFT does not transfer intellectual property rights of the underlying
artwork or content, except where explicitly stated in the purchase agreement. Personal data
collected during the contest is subject to our privacy policy.

Terms and Conditions Changes: JXMSN LLC reserves the right to update or modify these
terms without prior notice. Users are advised to regularly review our terms for any changes.
Contact Information: For inquiries or legal concerns regarding JokerX or the "House of
Cards" contest, please contact support@joker-x.net.
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